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Abstract: This study aims to understand the current state of research in urban resilience, its relations
to urban sustainability and to integrate several distinct approaches into a multi-level perspective
of cities comprising micro, meso and macro levels and their interactions. In fact, based on the
meta-analysis of nearly 800 papers from Scopus from 1973 to 2018, we show that urban resilience
discourses address micro and meso levels, considering shocks of bottom-up origin such as natural
disasters. In contrast, the regional resilience approach addresses meso and macro levels (regional
and global scales), considering shocks of top-down origin such as world economic crises. We find
these approaches complementary and argue that in order to expand the urban resilience theory
and overcome its limitations, they should be combined. For that purpose we propose a multi-level
perspective that integrates both top-down and bottom-up dynamic processes. We argue that urban
resilience is shaped by the synchronicity of adaptive cycles on three levels: micro, meso and macro.
To build the multi-level approach of dynamics of adaptive cycles we use the panarchy framework.
Keywords: urban resilience; regional resilience; sustainability; cities; multi-level approach; complex
systems; panarchy; adaptive cycles
1. Introduction
Today the concept of urban resilience has a growing interest among both scholars and practitioners.
One explanation is the fact that the notion of resilience raised the demand for further clarification,
both for theoretical analyses and for implementation in urban policies. Indeed, in the wake
of UN Habitat’s Urban Agenda 2030, based on the City Resilience Profiling Program (CRPP)
(UN Habitat, 2015), non-governmental organizations (such as ICLEI, Cities Alliance, The Ecological
Sequestration Trust, 100 Resilient Cities etc.) expressed more concern with this concept [1].
However, the notion appears very polysemic and its measures and operationalization remain
unclear, especially when resilience is applied for the analyses of socio-political, economical or
socio-ecological systems, such as cities [2]. Besides this, it is unclear whether “resilience” is an
inner property of a system, or it must be understood as an interaction between a system and its
context [3]. When Martin [4] considers regional resilience as a process corresponding to certain stages
of economic system’s reaction to shocks, does he limit the resilience mechanism to the regional system
itself, or does he take into account both this system and its national or international environment
producing the shock? More extensively, the question is to which extent urban resilience processes
or/and properties appear either inside cities, or between cities and their environment, or between
cities in a system of cities? In other words, we wonder how the city level behaves regarding individual
actors, composing them and their interactions on one hand, and influence from other cities, with which
they strongly interact on the other hand? If we deal with economic resilience, can we assume that
“economic environment” for a city is a system of cities to which a city belongs?
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Based on a meta-analysis of urban resilience discourses, we found that scholars mainly consider
resilience of cities towards local problems such as natural disasters, domestic consequences of climate
change and/or resilience of communication networks inside a city. In other words, they focus on
the local scale with shocks of a bottom-up origin. Contrary to this approach, studies in regional
resilience highlight a link between meso and macro levels processes, considering shocks of top-down
origin such as economic recessions, international trade restrictions, world crises etc. Since the regional
resilience approach considers shocks on the global scale as main stress factors, a region is studied as an
embedded system into macro processes, unlike the urban resilience approach, where external cities’
interactions are not taken into account. Thus, we consider that urban and regional resilience discourses
must be integrated into a single approach.
In fact, we assume that cities, similarly to regions, are parts of global socioeconomic processes
through numerous exchanges with other cities that create, therefore, a system of cities. To address these
inter-city processes, we propose to integrate urban and regional resilience approaches into a multi-level
perspective that would address both types of shocks: local bottom-up, coming from intra-urban
interactions, and top-down, which are external shocks coming from national or international scales.
In this paper, we consider a city as a connector between micro processes that unfold at the level of actors
inside a city (intra-urban), and macro processes that unfold on the level of systems of cities (inter-urban),
where a city itself constitutes an emerging meso-level [5,6]. Therefore, we propose to approach cities’
resilience as a result of this multi-level dynamics that is stressed in a panarchy framework. Particularly,
we argue that every level of a city, namely, micro, meso, and macro, operate within its own adaptive
cycle and urban resilience depends on the interactions and synchronicity between them. To illustrate
this multi-level framework, we consider urban resilience in an economic dimension.
The multi-level perspective is built in four steps: in the beginning, we describe the evolution
of resilience research and a current delineation of the urban resilience discourse (Section 2).
Having noticed a confusion between the terms resilience and sustainability on the conceptual level
and its particular importance for urban context, we compared them highlighting the link of resilience
approach with time scales of adaptive cycles (Section 3.1). Then we conducted a systematic literature
review, both for urban and regional resilience discourses to specify adaptive cycles, at the two levels of
application (meso and macro) (Sections 3.2 and 3.3). In the last section, we propose to combine them in
a multi-level framework that integrates both urban and regional resilience perspectives and includes
internal and external processes to cities. Furthermore, in this section, we wonder how far the panarchy
perspective could formalize interactions between different city levels (Section 4).
2. Evolution of the Resilience Concept
In 1973, C.S. Holling introduced the notion of resilience into the ecological discourse defining it as
“a measure of the persistence of systems and of their ability to absorb change and disturbance and still maintain
the same relationships between populations or state variables” ([7], p. 14). He conceptualized it based on
the distinction between stability and resilience. Stability was considered as the ability of a system to
return to an equilibrium state after a temporary disturbance: the more rapidly it returns and the less it
fluctuates, the more stable it would be [8].
With time, the notion of resilience became an influencing theoretical framework that diffused in
different fields outside ecology such as engineering [9], ecological economics [10], socio-ecological
systems [11], psychology [12], identified by Folke [13] in a historical context. Today, the resilience
notion has been adopted by numerous scientific domains: for example, Quinlan et al. (2016) [14]
classified eight domain-specific definitions of resilience, and Xu and Kajikawa (2018) [15], based on a
citation network analysis identified ten clusters inside resilience research. Moreover, there are papers
of literature review type, addressing a particular domain of resilience: for example, recently a special
paper was published on a current status in resilience engineering research, where the authors applied
an original technique, namely factor analysis and multi-dimensional scaling [16]. We are not going to
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repeat an extensive historical study on resilience; however, it is meaningful to pay attention to certain
milestones in resilience emergence to support our reflection on urban resilience.
Initially, resilience was considered as a property of only ecological systems; however, later it
was expanded in a broader context. In 1998 Levin et al. [17] argued that resilience is a “property of
any complex, non-linear systems, whether ecological or socioeconomic, do not lend themselves to management
protocols based on assumptions of linear, globally stable, single equilibrium systems” (citation from [18], p. 259).
As a consequence, the concept became multidisciplinary and some other quite similar, but still distinct
notions from different scientific domains, have been introduced into the resilience discourse such as
vulnerability [2,19], adaptability and transformability [20–22]. Partially, this is linked to a disciplinary
origin of the researchers who study resilience: for example, in the complex system approach scholars
tend to use more sophisticated vocabulary that relate resilience with adaptability, and sustainability
with transformability [20]. This supplement of other notions adds confusion to the already existing
tensions between sustainability and resilience [22,23] that needs further comprehension (Section 3.1).
This multidisciplinary nature of the concept also influenced the formation of the urban resilience
discourse and resulted in a delineation of several resilience notions. On the one hand, urban (meso level)
and community (micro level) resilience can be combined into one discourse, because they consider
similar types of shocks (local bottom-up) and analyze them on the micro to the meso levels [24].
They are often based on a layer-oriented resilience, considering a certain layer on a given territory
and that is why operationalization can be extended from one layer to another with certain limitations
(We consider a layer as a network system on a given territory, e.g., water supply system or metro
system). Resilience engineering consider them as different intertwined systems [25] often applying
the resilience analysis grid as a conceptual framework [26]. On the other hand, regional resilience
constitutes its own discourse, very different from all the previous ones with a very strong domination
of the economic context and with top-down shocks that come from macro level (national and
international). Thus, urban, and regional resilience seem to be applied at two distinct levels:
urban resilience is mostly applied at micro/meso levels privileging bottom up processes, while regional
resilience is mostly applied at macro/meso levels privileging top-down processes. Each of these two
groups of approaches needs to be further discussed to better understand their fundamental theoretical
bases (Sections 3.2 and 3.3).
Since scholars opened a discussion about resilience application in any complex systems,
the following question appears: how to measure urban resilience in such different applications?
Along with local resilience measurement in ecological systems [11,14], some papers about resilience
measurement of local economies have been published lately [27–31]. However, are there more general
measurements integrating micro levels inside larger ones and both bottom up and top-down processes?
Some authors apply a framework of adaptive cycles from ecology [32] to explain local economic
resilience [28,30] that seems relevant and lead us to try to reconceptualize urban resilience in a
multi-level approach combining the two levels approaches addressed by urban resilience and regional
resilience discourses (Section 4).
3. Systematic Mapping of the Literature
To better understand the conceptual differences between urban resilience and urban sustainability
(Section 3.1), and specify, on the one hand, the urban resilience applications (Section 3.2) and
the regional resilience ones (Section 3.3), we conducted a systematic mapping of the literature.
Considering the huge amount of literature from 1973 to May 2018, we constructed several corpuses
to synthesize them. Many of the recent reviews on sustainability and resilience used co-citation
analysis and explored the relationship between different scientific communities and domains of
research [15,33,34]; however, systematic mapping of conceptual keywords was not yet applied.
Despite that most of the recent systematic literature reviews on sustainability and resilience used
Web of Science as the only source [33–36], we choose the Scopus database because it is the largest
multidisciplinary scientific database of peer-review literature that exists today. Naturally, this database
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is also far from being perfect [37], but it has been shown that the omitted citation rate is lower in Scopus
(about 4%) than in Web of Science (about 6%) [38]. We consider that Scopus, Web of Science and Google
Scholar are complementary sources [35], while Scopus is the largest and the most representative,
which is the reason that guided our choice.
Based on the Scopus database, we implemented the analyses with four steps:
I. Search for the papers in Scopus where some focused terms are present in the title of the papers.
We made the selection according to three key expressions:
a. Resilience and sustainability (242 articles)
b. Urban resilience (596 articles)
c. Regional resilience (174 articles)
II. Then we extracted words (terms or expressions) from each of the selected papers, considering
the entire abstracts of the papers. We removed meaningless words, grammatical forms and
syntactic structures, trying to keep specific expressions. Then, we built the networks of terms
appearing in the same sentences: Nodes are terms, links are co-occurrences between them.
We then calculated the conditional distance between terms (We used Gargantext that is an open
access software of the Institute of Complex Systems in Paris (URL: https://gargantext.org/)),
which is an absolute measure that reflects the highest co-occurrences between two terms in the
corpus. It highlights words’ centrality among other words, that is a complementary measure
to the simple “occurrences” that means how many times each word appears in the texts.
III. Selection of the words occurring more than five times;
IV. Application of clustering analysis detecting words that are more connected to each other
(We used the Louvain cluster technique [39] with the Gephi open access software (URL:
https://gephi.org/). The Louvain clustering technic is one of the most popular clustering
technics applicable on weighted networks and is much faster than others (see [40])).
With this method, we will stress the conceptual maps for each group of discourses, keeping in
mind the following limitations: (1) literature sample is limited to the sources only from Scopus;
however, this database is more complete than other ones; (2) as the first stage searching key, we used
the presence of certain words only in titles, in order to limit our corpus only to papers that focus
exclusively on the issue; (3) the conceptual maps were constructed only based on the analysis of
abstracts and titles because abstracts concentrate the main ideas and key terms of papers. In addition,
despite these limitations, our review seems representative of the whole picture of urban resilience
research, since one can find most of the similar keywords in other meta-analyses of the literature on
the same thematic [33,41]. With this approach, we will manage to better determine common points
and differences between resilience and sustainability (Section 3.1), and to identify the key elements
one can use to define a multi-level urban resilience combining existing urban resilience (Section 3.2)
and regional resilience discourses (Section 3.3).
3.1. Resilience and Sustainability
In the urban context it is particularly important to distinguish sustainability and resilience.
Sustainability primarily concerns the question of equity of resources for further generations meaning
that they are not less than for the current generation; resilience, in its turn, focuses on the system
behavior before, during and after a shock. These concepts constitute different goals and require
different policies and institutional regulation from cities’ governments, what makes this distinction
crucial first of all for practical purposes. However, conceptually, the relationship between resilience
and sustainability still remains unclear [22,33,42]. Sustainability is oriented towards the future,
constituting certain objectives for the perspective of a sustainable development of the society.
Unlike resilience, which describes systems [43], sustainability is a normative concept that includes
assumptions or preferences about which system states are desirable [35]. An example of these states can
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be Sustainable Development Goals that were set by United Nations in 2015. Besides, on the literature
on social-ecological systems (SES) [35,42,44,45], some scholars argue that resilience may be a new way
to conceptualize sustainability [2,11,20,46]. It was noticed that resilience and sustainability concepts
have many things in common: firstly, they both concern ecology, economy and society, however,
resilience seems to be even wider, because it also deals with psychology and engineering [47,48];
secondly, they can both be applied to different levels such as firms, cities and regions [33,49,50].
Some authors even understand resilience and sustainability as synonyms: “A system may be said to be
Holling-sustainable, if and only if it is Holling-resilient” ([51], p. 28) or “A resilient socio-ecological system is
synonymous with a region that is ecologically, economically, and socially sustainable” ([52], p. 1). Nevertheless,
most studies conclude that these two concepts are different, although they have both differences and
similarities [35,36,43].
With the methodology previously described, a graph of words co-occurrences was created
(based on the 242 articles comprising both resilience and sustainability in their title) that supports
reflections on the conceptual building of both notions (Figure 1). The main purpose of this graph
is to visualize the relationship between resilience and sustainability and to select the elements
that are important for the multi-level perspective to urban resilience. The size of the nodes
indicates the occurrences of the terms in the abstracts, the thickness of links indicates the number of
co-occurrences between terms in the same sentences and the color of terms indicates their belonging to
different clusters.
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systems [42,44,45,53]. The papers that create links between these two terms analyze both sustainability
and resilience and their interpretation depends on the focus of studies. The fact that definitions
of sustainability and resilience are predetermined by the objectives of research was described as a
“constructive tension” in resilience studies [54]. Through the qualitative analysis of these papers, we can
reveal that papers considering adoption are mostly either about adoption of different sustainable
practices, policies or systems in agriculture [55–57], or they address questions of implementation
of different sustainability and resilience policies and standards [58]. Studies on disaster resilience
often concern a community level from different perspectives: for example, in engineering context [59],
from a tourism development [60] or water supply contexts [61]. Despite certain peculiarities such
as units of analyses, most of these studies agree that resilience and sustainability have a hierarchical
relationship, where resilience is a part of sustainability: it is said that resilience is a “foundation” for
sustainability [60], resilience is a “requirement” for urban system sustainability [62], or resilience is a
necessary condition for sustainability [59]. However, going deeper, Marchese et al. [36] identified three
possible frameworks for sustainability and resilience: (1) resilience as a component of sustainability;
(2) sustainability as a component of resilience; (3) resilience and sustainability as separate objectives,
and they argued that the similarities and differences between these two concepts become partially
framework-dependent. In the current paper, exploring the relationship between sustainability and
resilience for urban context, we share the notion that increasing the resilience of a city makes that city
more sustainable, but increasing the sustainability of a city does not necessarily make it more resilient.
Also, we acknowledge that sustainability sets objectives for a system, while resilience is used as means
to meet those objectives [63].
For our objectives, one of the crucial distinctive features between sustainability and resilience is
various cross-scale interactions [22,42,45,64]. Being related to such terms as “evolution”, “complexity”,
“process” and “change”, resilience implies the process of adaptation as its core characteristic. Adaptation
is linked to a system’s capacity “to learn, combine experience and knowledge, and to adjust its responses to
changing external drivers and internal processes” [64]. It relates both to system’s self-organization process
and to institutional decision-making that adjust a system to future shocks, stresses, or other changing
conditions, in a way that maintains essential system functioning [21]. Moreover, adaptive measures
are often specific and local (for example, adaptation is often related to climate resilience). Therefore,
resilience is focused on the system’s dynamics adaptation that can be explained through adaptive
cycles. Adaptive cycle is a heuristic model that includes four stages, namely, exploitation, conservation,
release and reorganization that explain a behavior of a complex system [32].
In contrast, sustainability is linked to terms such as “policies”, “decision-making”, “institutions”,
“climate change” that are related to a process of system’s transformation. Transformation, unlike
adaptation, implies a more pervasive and radical reorganization of the social-ecological system: it is a
fundamental alteration of a system once the current ecological, social, or economic conditions become
untenable or undesirable [20,21,65]. The difference between adaptation and transformation can also
be seen through time and space cross-scale interactions: in any complex system, adaptation at one
scale might require transformations at other scales, and building resilience at a certain scale can reduce
resilience at other scales [42], which consequently affect sustainability.
To illustrate the relationship between resilience and sustainability, we constructed a schema
(Figure 2) that is based on the graph interpretation and conducted a literature review with a focus
on the chosen theoretical framework. From the graph of Figure 1 we selected terms that appeared
linked only to one concept: sustainability or resilience. They were chosen because of the highest
co-occurrences with the central words (sustainability or resilience) and, therefore, they best characterize
a distinct character and essence of sustainability and resilience approaches.
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illustrates the dominating position of ecological topics in urban resilience: more than 30 terms out of
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125 in total are linked in one way or another to ecology (terms such as “natural disaster”, “ecosystem
services”, “urban climate resilience” etc.). For comparison, only nine terms represent the social domain
of urban resilience (terms such as “social resilience”, “social support”, “social vulnerability” etc.) and
three belong to the economic domain, namely, “economy”, “economic recessions” and “economic growth”.
Thus, it appears a disbalance in urban resilience research dominated by “ecology” and rarely concern
economic shocks.
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combine local and extra-local competences in order to develop an inter-city system that is the major strategy
for cities to mitigate and adapt to climate change and economic recessions. Currently these questions
remain open, and we must agree with Peyroux [77], who noticed that there is a substantial gap in
understanding the relationships between urban resilience and economic growth that, in our opinion,
must be addressed through a multi-level perspective.
With this multi-level perspective in mind, we paid special attention to certain terms linking
“urban resilience” and “cities”. Papers concerning the term “multiple scales” are either about the
influence of natural hazards to technical networks on different scales [78], or about the influence
of natural hazards to diverse urban morphological entities [79], or about the multi-scale approach in
ecosystem management [80,81]. However, some papers apply the multi-scale approach directly to a
city considering cities as functional nodes in global market networks [82]. Chelleri et al. [82] argue that
addressing multi-scale and temporal aspects of urban resilience will allow greater understanding of
global sustainability challenges, though they admit that further research is required to understand
urban resilience as a multi-scale process.
Assuming that on the larger scale a city belongs to a system of cities (also sometimes called urban
systems) that is created through different networks between cities, we focused on the papers talking
about “urban networks” and “urban systems”. However, this approach did not meet our expectations:
All articles using one of these terms either deals with different types of technical networks inside
cities [83–85], or internal urban systems that consist of such types of networks that include flows of
infrastructure, resources, materials, energy and waste [86–88]. In other words, they consider different
networks inside cities, but they do not study systems of cities where cities constitute networks and
interdependencies between each other.
Thus, the exploration of “urban resilience” discourse illustrated its focus on intra-urban processes
on the local level, such as the consequences of natural disasters mostly. However, not only research
communities consider urban resilience in this narrow framework: in an official document ISO 37123
“Sustainable Development Communities—Indicators for Resilience Cities” (ISO 37123, 2018) [89] issued
by United Nations, shocks are defined only as natural or man-made event that causes a disaster,
namely, floods, earthquakes, hurricanes, wild-fires, chemical spills, power outages ([89], p. 10) and
resilient economy is considered in the context of disaster losses as a percentage of city GDP ([89], p. 11).
Moreover, the biggest international annual event on urban resilience “Resilient Cities” (Global Forum
on Urban Resilience and Adaptation “Resilient Cities”, URL: https://resilientcities2018.iclei.org/) that
principally gathers policy makers and few researchers, focuses exclusively on natural disasters and
discusses different policies and institutional mechanisms to mitigate their consequences for cities.
All of this shows the central assumption of the urban resilience discourse: most scholars and
practitioners consider a city as an isolated entity that creates resilience based on the inner processes in
cities, neglecting the top down processes that shape urban resilience from outside of a city through
interactions with other cities. We call it a “lock-in” in research: when the concept is used only partially
and in one direction. If we consider the embeddedness of a city into another system, not necessarily
into systems of cities, but into regional systems, for example, the dominating approach in resilience
discourse will probably change?
3.3. Regional Resilience Discourse
To address this question, we conducted a third literature review on “regional resilience” in the
title and constructed a corpus of literature that includes 174 papers from 1986 to May 2018. Using a
similar methodology, we created a graph that shows relationships between terms appearing in the
abstracts of these papers (Figure 4).
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economic approaches adopting cities’ delineation composed of an aggregation of localities, are
restrained by the poverty of urban data to build economic resilience indicators [28,90]. Others argue,
that functional criterion is much more important when distinguishing regions, particularly considering
employment rate, even if the data acquisition is more complicated [95]. In doing so, Faggian [95]
proposed the so called “local labor systems” that are based on the commuting between residence and
workplaces and often cross administrative boundaries. The same issue arises when one talks about
cities: how to define their boundaries, administratively, morphologically or functionally [96].
To sum up, in regional resilience research, a city is considered to be embedded into another
system (region), even though the effects of this system on city resilience are not investigated. Moreover,
scholars, considering a region first of all as an economic system, emphasize that it is connected to
economic changes at macro scales such as national or global [97,98]. They argue that each region has
its own relative position in national and global markets [99], which means its embeddedness into the
processes on a macro level.
4. Discussion of a Multi-Level Perspective to City’s Resilience
As it was shown in the previous sections, urban resilience research concerns intra-urban processes
that are mostly linked with cities’ resilience to natural disasters on the city or community scales.
By contrast, the regional resilience approach highlights an embeddedness of regional processes
into macro levels, such as national or global. The fundamental difference between urban and
regional resilience research is that regional resilience scholars consider a region as an open system,
interacting with other systems within national or global scales, and therefore, they take into
consideration top down processes that are crucial for economic analyses, which became the main
instrument for regional resilience research. Contrary to it, most urban resilience scholars consider a
city as an isolated entity and, therefore, analyze only internal shocks that have an origin inside a city
and unfold there. Some of them apply a system approach to a city, but they perceive a city only as a
system itself, but not as an embedded system into another system—system of cities that constitute a
macro level of city’s dynamics based on its interactions with other cities [5,100].
We believe, that considering a city as a complex adaptive entity implies an integration of inner
processes into macro processes on the level of systems of cities. There were some attempts to address
this question through a multi-level perspective to cities: For example, Chirisa & Banbauko [101] and
Asprone & Manfredi [62] apply a systems approach to cities and argue that contemporary cities are
complex systems with networks of composite relationships among their internal components and
inter-laced networks that cities have with one another [62]. Nonetheless, they do not go further to
link a multi-level approach to cities and urban resilience and they do not seem very interested in the
relationships between these different urban levels and resilience processes.
The relationships between these different urban levels and resilience processes implicitly exist in
the urban resilience discourse, although, because of the focus of this discourse only on one level, it is
not yet conceptualized in a cities’ context, despite general resilience paradigm, where the question
of multi-level/multi-scale approach was raised by several authors [42,64,102,103]. For example,
Bergström and Dekker [103] link micro (human resilience), meso (resilient organizations) and macro
(societal resilience) levels of resilience, arguing that factors of resilience are common across these three
levels. They consider resilience as “fractal, including learning networks across scales and social capital
that allow autonomous action, diversity in terms of economics and skills, and leadership” [103]. The authors
propose an interesting idea, arguing that resilience, as a system property, emerges from interactions
and relations on local levels, which can be developed further in a multi-level approach to cities.
Following the idea of these authors on multi-level interactions, we propose to consider urban and
regional resilience as complementary in order to create a multi-level perspective to a city’s resilience
(Figure 5).
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4.1. Integrating Urban and Regional Resilience Approaches
Starting from the contributions of urban resilience and regional resilience scholars, we consider
that there are multiple interactions between the three micro, meso, and macro levels: for example,
a city specialization (meso level) defines a position of this city in the system of cities (macro level);
migration of people (micro level) foster a development of organizations in cities (meso level). Then we
assume that these levels operate within different time scales: micro level is more dynamic because
people’s behavior inside cities changes quicker than diverse socioeconomic flows between cities
(macro level).
4.2. Definition of Cities’ Levels in a Panarchy Perspective
Taking a city as a cohesive unit of analysis, we propose to consider a city as a connector between
inter and intra urban processes and to approach urban resilience as a result of their interactions. In fact,
Pumain [5] argues that multiple interactions between individuals, firms and institutions inside a city
constitute a special level: meso level, being the product both from micro and macro levels. Particularly,
she empathizes that “at this level, new properties emerge and characterize the city as a collective entity”
([5], p. 172) and these new properties are the result of both collective self-organization and intention of
some institutions. Taking a network approach, Rozenblat [6] argues that “the micro, meso and macro
levels describe the same networks, yet different processes occur at each level” ([6], p. 2846). We assume
that one of these emerging urban properties on the meso level can be the resilience property, that is
shaped both by inter and intra urban processes. We can note that this multi-level perspective is distinct
from the multilayer one [25]. Multi-level considers the same dimension (layer), but nested levels of
apprehensions (or processes).
Therefore, the key question for urban resilience is the relationships between different levels.
Only once having known how each level can be measured, can one undertake the analyses of the
interactions between them. In case of an economic shock, urban resilience will depend both on
the behavior of individual economic actors inside a city (micro level), and on the different types
of flows between cities (such as configuration of economic and trade networks, human migration,
government financial support etc.) on the macro level. We argue that to explain urban resilience,
one should understand how these multi-level processes are interconnected and synchronized.
It is noteworthy, that Holling introduced the notion of resilience into ecological discourse, and as a
continuum 30 years after, he proposed the panarchy perspective [32] to explain resilience of human and
natural systems, where the key element is interactions between different adaptive cycles. According to
panarchy [32], an adaptive cycle operates within three dimensions: potential (inherent potential
of a system that is available for change), connectedness (measure of flexibility or rigidity) and
resilience, where resilience is equal to adaptive capacity and opposite to vulnerability. Different
levels are identified, and the upper levels are wider in space and longer in time than lower ones.
Panarchy recognizes these time and space cross scale interactions and states that “slower and larger
levels set the conditions within which faster and smaller ones function” ([104], p. 397). Thus, the panarchy
framework can be used to explain long-run and short-run urban resilience and can identify their key
factors of formation. The resilience of systems varies depending on the stage of their multi-level time
and space adaptive cycles (exploitation, conservation, release, or reorganization) and the interactions
between them.
Thus, the essential idea of panarchy is that different levels of a system’s organization are connected
through the relationships between these adaptive cycles. Therefore, in any multi-level approach it
is crucial to clearly define each level in both conceptual and empirical terms and their stage of
“adaptive cycles”. The panarchy perspective [32] addresses this issue describing each level in terms
of adaptive cycles, and their interactions and their synchronicity, but it has never been applied in
an urban perspective, incorporating the knowledge produced both by urban resilience scholars and
regional resilience scholars.
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4.3. Evaluating the Three Level Adaptive Cycles and Their Synchronicity
There have been some attempts to apply the panarchy theory to urban or regional resilience in the
economic perspective [28–30], but they limit their research only to the analyses of adaptive cycles on
meso-level, without studying the links between different levels. For example, Simmie and Martin [28]
propose an evolutionary approach to regional resilience that is based on the four-phase adaptive
cycle model. Based on two city region case studies from the United Kingdom, they estimate the
duration of an adaptive cycle to several decades [28] and the processes unfolding within these years,
contribute (or not) to local adaptive capacities (for example, diversification of local economies): first,
influence economic trajectories of local economies in the long run, what is resilience as a process,
and second, strengthen resilience as an urban property that is revealed during a particular shock in the
short run. They recognize an importance of linkages across scales; however, they do not go further in
explaining the relationship between adaptive cycles of different levels in economic systems.
Therefore, the relationship between different adaptive cycles on the distinct levels remains a black
box that opens an opportunity for further research. The ongoing processes of change of cities’ actors’
behaviors (at micro-level), depends on both the structural and evolutionary properties at the city level
(meso-level) and at the urban system level (macro-level) including long- and short-term periods. In fact,
we assume that cities’ transformations are the product of the combination of internal emergences and
interdependencies with other cities, forming all together the whole urban system with many top-down
implications [5,96].
In a bottom-up perspective, emerging organizations in geographic spaces, in sectors or
communities forming agglomeration economies [105] can either come from human initiative as policy
actions, institutions, training, formation of clubs, corporations or associations [106,107], or they
can be spontaneous self-organized processes between individuals without any awareness such as
transitivity [108], local buzz [109] and mass effects [110,111]. It is in the collective processes at the
meso-level that multiplier effects strengthen the capacity of each actor to develop global linkages [6].
With the path-dependency, the future status of each city is partly a result of the previous situations
and the positive feedback of the economic agents with each context, bring up learning processes and
adaptation [112]. However, the capacity of local reactions to external investments are very uncertain
and this bottom-up view must be coupled with a top-down one.
From a top-down point of view, while each single person has his own relational history,
the meso-level of a city contains the whole history of interactions (previous interactions or
accessibility or routines) and thus it provides the pathway whereby agents move into the future [113].
Holland [114] proposed that the meso-level also contains the locus of process functionality procuring
the sense and values of individual or collective actions. In this way, the meso-level contains some
conservative structures providing a memory that encourages reorganization around the same structures
and processes.
The field of Urban Complex Systems with multi-level urban networks and systems analyses,
evaluates the impacts of the strengthening of the connectedness of the regional and national urban
systems [40,115–117]. Through diffusion processes impelled by different time scale cycles at every
organizational level, urban hierarchies and diversities of cities are shaped and non-linear effects
operate in the interdependent cities [5,100,118]. Considering the time and space scales, the evolving
economies of cities in the global macro context, their economic “tightness” in the meso level and the
transitional processes of the stakeholders’ behavior in some major cities on the micro level, create a
question of synchronicity. After having defined the three level adaptive cycles and their temporal
stages, their synchronicity in a “panarchy” approach would prospect the potential development of
the urban systems in a resilience perspective evaluating opportunities and constraints at each level.
The output of the research would shed light for regional planners to deal with the uncertainties of the
new arriving economic forces.
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4.4. Research Agenda for Cities’ Multi-Level Resilience
Therefore, introduction of the multi-level approach into the urban resilience discourse also
suggests new questions on the synchronicity of different levels in a long/short run. Particularly,
it questions how adaptive cycles of different levels affect sustainable urban development. We agree
with those, who argue that “sustainable development in a changing global environment will require
resilience at many levels, including human communities and economic enterprises” ([102], p. 20); however,
we acknowledge that the role of every level in sustainable development creation has to be studied
deeper, particularly, in the urban context. For instance, if we take the context of economic crises (causes
that are often on the international scale), the resilience at the meso-level of a city will depend on both:
- the relationship between adaptive cycles of its own economy (the diversity of its activities and
their relatedness) with national and global economic adaptive cycles (if it is specialized on
activities in crisis or their emergence),
- and on the actors’ behavior in each city (their capacity to create positive answers to local failures).
Empirical implementations of the multi-level panarchy approach on urban resilience, using both
quantitative and qualitative methods, will manage to define urban levels’ adaptive cycles and their
synchronicity, and to discuss further the conditions of urban resilience. Models based on these stylized
facts could also complete the empirical results by the understanding of interaction processes between
levels. These approaches, that would be developed in a comparative perspective, would allow to go
further in addressing new questions for cities’ sustainability and resilience. This is the next step of our
research agenda.
5. Conclusions
We explored the evolution of resilience and its current fragmentation into different domains
addressing diverse levels. We have illustrated that due to the multidisciplinary nature of the resilience
notion, there is often a confusion between quite similar, but still distinct terms such as vulnerability,
adaptability, transformability, and sustainability. By conducting a literature review, we explored the
differences between resilience and sustainability as the terms that generate the biggest confusion.
Taking a perspective of complex systems approach, we explained the relationships between these
terms through the time cross-scale dynamics. We argued that resilience is shaped through a long-term
path-dependent process and it operates within adaptive cycles, but, as a property, it is revealed
in short-term dynamics in a system’s reaction to shocks. Sustainability, in turn, is based on the
predefined outcomes that imply transformative change of a system in the long-term. Simply put,
the relationship between these two concepts can be described as follows: sustainability prioritizes
outcomes, and resilience prioritizes process (but is not equal to it!).
The meta-analysis of the literature on urban and regional resilience showed that urban resilience is
analyzed on the micro-meso levels (community/city scales) taking into account local bottom-up shocks
such as natural disasters. Contrary to it, in the regional resilience approach scholars consider top-down
shocks such as economic recessions or global crises as a main stress factor, therefore, emphasizing a
link between meso and macro levels.
Assuming that resilience relates to both bottom-up and top-down types of shock, we find these
two approaches complementary and integrate them into the multi-level perspective to urban resilience.
Taking an urban economic perspective, we identified three levels: the micro level of economic actors
inside a city, the macro level that highlights the embeddedness of cities into global processes through a
system of cities, and the meso level that is a city itself, being the product of bottom-up and top-down
processes. We consider each level’s dynamics within their respective adaptive cycles and argue that
cities’ resilience depends on interactions between these three adaptive cycles that in the long run
become a multi-level synchronicity that, in the end, predefines resilience. To address these multi-level
interactions, we argue that it is necessary to apply a panarchy framework. By opening a discussion
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about the applications of the panarchy framework to urban resilience, we aim to overcome the existing
“lock in” of scale and domain (layer) in urban and regional resilience research.
We encourage scholars for more complex research in these areas that would go beyond the current
limitations linked, on the one hand, to a single level analysis of one type of shock (either bottom-up,
or top-down) and, on the other hand, to one prevailing domain in each discourse (such as ecology
in urban resilience and economy in regional resilience). It is crucial for institutions (including
memberships, constituencies, and stakeholders) to define these multi-level interactions permitting
to better delineate the whole city system impacted by the upper or lower forces. It would permit to
adapt institutions and their policies while most cities are spread between numerous municipalities,
where institutional power is distributed and rarely coordinated.
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